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Sl. INTRODUCTION 
WE CONSIDER the set of piecewise linear embeddings of Sp in S’ x Sq under the equivalence 
relation of isotopy. We write J!?~,~ for this set. In the stable rangep 5 f(q - l), Ep,q consists 
of one element because in this range all embeddings are isotopic [6]. We shall determine 
Ep,q in the metastable range; i.e. when p 12 and f(q - 1) <p 5 +(q - 1). The situation is 
analogous to classical knot theory of S’ in S3 where there is just one homotopy class and 
many isotopy classes corresponding to the classical knots (except hat this problem has not 
been solved yet because it is of codimension 2). 
The dimensional restrictions imply that our codimension (q + 1) - p is greater than 2. 
Therefore Ep,q is also the set of ambient isotopy classes of embeddings of SP in S’ x Sq [4]. 
The first example of piecewise linear knot theory in higher dimensional manifolds was 
Hudson’s classification [3] of knots of tori in spheres. This paper attacks the complementary 
problem of knots of spheres in tori since this is the simplest example of when the connectivity 
of the receiving manifold comes into play. Similar results not in the metastable range 
appear in [6]. 
In order to determine Ep,q we first define an addition on Ep,q which makes Epsq into a 
(commutative) group. Then we prove there exists an isomorphism between Ep,q and a 
group of polynomials in one variable. More exactly, let G be a group and write z G for the 
infinite direct sum of G with itself, i.e. sequences (gr, g2, . . . gr, 0,O . ..)(gi E G) with only a 
finite number of the gi non-zero. Then we prove the following (conjectured by E. C. 
Zeeman) : 
THEOREM. Ep,q is isomorphic to m @ n’P_q where rt2p-q denotes the stable (2p - q)-stem of 
the homotopy groups of spheres, and 2 5 p 6 +(q - 1). 
For example : 
1. Isotopy classes of embeddings of S2 in S’ x S4 are classified by $ Z. 
2. AU embeddings of S2 in S’ x Ss are isotopic. 
3. Isotopy classes of embeddings of S4 in S’ x S7 are classified by f Z,. 
Before proving the theorem, we show how to construct an embedding corresponding to 
(Sl>92, e-e> gr,, 0, 0, . ..) where gl, . . . . gr E ~c,(S~-~) z x 2p-q, by our dimensional restrictions. 
Embed a small sphere Sp in S’ x S q. Then, for each non-zero gi, pull out a feeler and wrap 
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it i times around the S’ and then link it gi times with the original Sp. For example, the follow- 
ing picture shows the knot (2, 1, 0, 0, . ..) 
i 
FIG. 1 
Note that in the picture we have had to draw p = 1, but our theorem only applies when 
p 2 2. 
OBSERVATXON. In the theorem we could replace S’ x Sq by S’ x Eq (where Eq is 
q-dimensional Euclidean Space) because Ep,p is naturally isomorphic, by inclusion, to the 
set of isotopy classes of embeddings of Sp in S’ x Eq (see Lemma 1). 
$2. DEFINITION OF CONNECTED SUM 
Choose an embedded q-ball 0: in S and let Int denote interior. Let us write EL.4 for the 
set of isotopy classes of embeddings of Sp in Int(S’ x oz) which is the same as the set of 
ambient isotopy classes keeping the outside of S’ x 0: fixed. (See [4].) Then we have the 
followiIlg : 
LEMMA 1. The inclusion j : S’ x Df c S’ x Sq gives rise to a bijection j. : Ej,4 -+ Ep,q. 
Proof. Clearly, j. maps isotopy classes into isotopy classes and so is well-defined. 
j. is surjective : for, let f : Sp -P S’ x Sq be an embedding and let n: : S’ x Sq + Sq be pro- 
jection onto the second factor. Then, because p 6 q - 2, zf(Sp) lies in Int(e) where DZ is a 
q-ball contained in Sq. There is an ambient isotopy of Sq throwing 0’. onto Df and this 
gives an isotopy offto fI (say) with ft(Sp) c int(S’ x 0;). 
j. is injective : for, let f and g be embeddings of SP in Int(S’ x Df) and h, : Sp 4 S’ x Sq 
an isotopy between them, that is h, = f, h, = g. Again because p 5 q - 2, there exist q-balls 
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D,4 and Df embedded in Sq such that D,4 c 0: c 0; and each lies in the interior of the next 
and 
n(fSp u gSp) c Int( D,4) 
$_&(SP)) = WD4) 
There exists a homeomorphism H: Sq -+ Sq that throws 0; onto 0: and keeps 08 
(pointwise) fixed, because both Df and Df are regular neighbourhoods of D,4 in Sq. Then 
(1 x H). h, : 3’ + Int(S’ x Df) is also an isotopy betweenfand g. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 1. We now state the definition of connected sum. 
Given c(, p E Ep,q we will defme the class a + /I E Ep,q on representatives and then show 
that this gives us a unique class a + /3. 
S'IFP 1. Choose f e a, g E /? such that f(P) c Int(S’ x D$ andg (Sp) c Int(S’ x 0;) 
where Df and 0; are disjoint embedded q-balls in Sq chosen beforehand. Such a choice of 
.f and g is possible by Lemma 1. 
STEP 2. Choose a (q + I)-ball N c S’ x Sq that meets f (9’) and g(P) in a p-ball each, 
and such that the interiors off -i(N) and g-‘(N) cover 9’. This can be done as follows. 
Choose an embedded PL arc E. that meets f (9’) in a single point fx (say) and g(Sp) in a single 
point gy (say) where x and y are not necessarily distinct points of Sp (see Fig. 2). Choose 
8 to be any p-ball in SP that contains x in its interior. Choose ? to be another p-ball con- 
taining y in its interior so that It@) and I&) cover Sp. Let X and Y be the complements 
of It@) and Int(?) in Sp, i.e., a couple of disjoint balls. Let N be a regular neighbourhood 
of If@) ” g(P) ” 4 modu(x) u g(Y)] in S’ X Sq. Then N is a ball because it is a rela- 
tive regular neighbourhood off (8) u g( ?) u 1 which is a collapsible space. 
FIG. 2 
Remark. By construction, N meets f (9) in f (8) and we may make this as small a ball 
as we please. 
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STEP 3. Let 2 = Sp - Int(X u Y) which is a cylinder homeomorphic to SP-’ x D’. 
Thenfandg together define an embedding of dZ in ?N. Choose a proper extension r : Z + N; 
(proper means that <-‘(3N) = ?Z; Irwin’s Embedding Theorem [j] ensures that such an 
embedding exists). Then flX u < u g1 Y defines an embedding of Sp in SL x Sq. Now any 
two extensions 5 and <’ are isotopic by an ambient isotopy of IV that keeps dN fixed [6]. 
Consequently the choice off, g and N determines an isotopy class of embeddings which we 
call Y(J g, N). 
Definition. Any triple (L g, N) satisfying Steps 1 and 2 is called good. 
We have shown above that if (A g, N) is good, then it determines a unique isotopy 
class Y(f, g, N) E EP,q. 
LEMMA 2. Gicen (z, /3) E E,,q x Ep,q then any tbt.0 good choices (J g, IV) and (h, k, P) 
determine the same Y, provided that both (A g) and (h, k) are representatires of (‘1, /I). Con- 
sequently the isotopy class Y depends only on Q and ,5’. 
Definition. c( + p = Y(f, g, N). 
Remark. The embedding in Y (J g, N) corresponding to the extension 5 will be 
denoted by Y(F, G, N, 5). 
Proof of Lemma 2. To start with we assume that in the definition of Y the choice of 
balls Dy, Df is fixed. We construct explicitly an isotopy in several stages. We shall show 
how to isotop (f, g) to (h, k) and then N onto P. First, note that if H, is an ambient isotopy 
of S’ x Sq and (f,g, N) is good, then Y(f, g, N) = Y(H, Of, H, O g, H,(N)) because 
(H, OL H, O g, H,(N)), being good, provides an isotopy between Y(A g, N, r) and Y(H, OJ 
H, 0 g, H,(N), H, 0 0 namely Y(H, Of, H, O g, H,(N), H, a r). Now, by Lemma I, we can 
isotop the two solid tori S’ x Df, S’ x D,4 separately, keeping everything but their interiors 
fixed, so that (ft g) is isotoped to (h, k). Thus Y(J g, N) = Y(h, k, Nl), where N is thrown 
onto N1 by the isotopy. Next, Ni n (h(F) u k(SP)) is isotoped onto P n (h(9) u k (Sp)) as 
follows. 
The complements of h-‘N, and k-IN, in Spare disjoint p-balls in Sp, and so there is an 
ambient isotopy rI of S’ throwing them onto the complements of h-‘P, k-‘P which are 
another disjoint pair. In other words the ambient isotopy r, throws 
/I- ‘(NJ onto /z- ‘(P) 
and 
k-‘(N,) onto k-‘(P) 
Now, (h O r,) u (k o r,) d e fi nes an isotopy of So x Spin S’ x Sq; by [4], there is a (covering) 
ambient isotopy R, of S’ x Sq such that 
h O rr = R, O h 
and 
k O rr = R, O k 
. 
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Moreover, (h, k, R,(N,)) is good for all t E [0, l] because 
h-‘(R&m N,)) u k-‘(R,(Int Nr)) 
= h-‘(R, J h(h-‘(Int N,))) u k-‘(R, o k(k-‘(Int N,))) 
= h-‘(11 ., r,(k-‘(Int N,))) u k-‘(k o r,(k-‘(Int N,))) 
= r,(h-‘(Int N,) u k-‘(Int Ni)) 
= s p 
In other words, h-‘(Int R,N,) and k-‘&t R,Ni) cover 9’. Thus Y(h, k, R,N,) is defined 
and gives an isotopy between ‘I’(/!, k, N,, tl) and Y(h, k, N2, <J where N2 n (W’u kSP) 
and P n (hSP u kSP) are equal. 
The last step is to ambient isotop Nz onto P, keeping N, n (hSP u kSP) fixed. 
Choose points x and y in the interiors of hSP n N2. and kS’ n N2 respectively and join 
x to y by paths 1 c Int P and ,u c Int N, such that 1. u p is an embedded S’ meeting 
hSP u kSP in x and y only. Suppose 1 v ~1 winds r times around the S’ factor of S’ x Sq. 
There is an ambient isotopy that keeps the solid torus S’ x Df fixed and rotates the other 
solid torus S’ x 01 r times and throws N,, ,U onto N,, v (say). Then I u v is an inessential 
embedded St which, by general position, can be spanned by an embedded 2-disk meeting 
hSP u kS’ in x and y only. Therefore there exists an ambient isotopy of S’ x Sq keeping 
h and k fixed and moving v onto 1.. This carries Y(h, k, N3, 5J to Y(h, k, N4, ts) where 
N4 3 1. Thus N, and P are regular neighbourhoods of P n (hS’ u ;C u kSP) mod. 
(S’ x Sq - Int P) n (hSP u 1 u kSP) in S’ x Sq and so there is an ambient isotopy of 
S’ x S4 that keeps h, k fixed and throws N4 onto P. This shows that Y(J g, N, 5) and 
Y(h, k, P, 5,) are isotopic. Finally it must be proved that + is independent of the choice 
of balls Df and 0;. 
Suppose D, and D, are another two disjoint balls. There exists an isotopy of Sq 
moving D,, D2 onto D,, D, and therefore moving a triple (f, g, N) that is good for D,, D2 
onto a triple good for D,, D,. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
93. GROUP STRUCTURE ON Eve9 
(i) 0 E Epeq, the null element, is defined to be the isotopy class Lf] corresponding to an 
embedding f: Sp + S’ x S4 wheref(SP) spans an embedded (p + 1)-ball in S’ x Sq. It is an 
immediate consequence of the definitions above that if [I] = 0, then v] + [g] = [g] and 
[g] + [A= [g] for all embeddings g : Sp --+ S’ x Sq. 
(ii) Given u E Ep,q we define Z (right inverse to cr) by choosing f E ‘1 such that f Sp c 
Int(S’ x 0:) and defining? to be f followed by the orientation-reversing homeomorphism 
Id. x R : S’ x s4 --f S’ x Sq where R : Sq + Sq is an orientation-reversing homeomorphism. 
Z is a well-defined isotopy class, for, if f and g are isotopic then so are 3 and S by a com- 
position of the given isotopy and (Id. x R). Also E does not depend on the choice of R since 
all homeomorphisms of Sq that reverse orientation are isotopic [I]. It will be shown below 
that E is indeed a right inverse for r. 
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(iii) We now prove that addition is associative. First, choose disjoint q-balls D:, D;, Dj 
in Sp, and, given a, /3, ‘/ E Ep,4 choose f E a, g E j3, h E y such that 
f: P+Im(S x D)f 
g : sp + Im(S’ x 0); 
h : 3’ -+ Int(S’ x 0:). (See Fig. 3.) 
Now choose N so that (f, g, N) is good, and fi disjoint from N and such that (g, h, m) is 
good. This is possible, for, by the Remark in Step 2, fi n gSP may be chosen so as to be 
disjoint from N n gSp. We can also arrange for both N n (S’ x 0;) and m n (S’ x Df) to 
be empty. Finally, choose extensions 5 : Z -+ N and f : 2 -+ IV. 
Then the following embedding k represents both (a + 8) + y and a + (p + 7). 
k If -‘(NJ =f If-W*) 
klZ = 5 
klg-‘(N.nfl.)=glg-‘(N.nm.) 
k@ =t 
k I h-‘(&) = h 1 h-l@.) 
where N. and fi. stand for (S’ x s4 - Int N) and (S’ x Sq - Int fi) respectively. 
FIG. 3 
$4. THE SELF-LINKING INVARIANT I 
An embedding f: Sp + S’ x Sq can be lifted to {fJ. That is, fi : SP + R’ x Sq and 
IL 0 fi = f where i runs through the integers and n : R’ x Sq + S’ x F is the covering map. 
Choose orientations for Sp and R’ x s4 and let I, = L(j& fj) = the linking class off0 Sp and 
fjP in R’ x s4 = the element of x = xp(R1 x s4 - fjSp) determined by fo. Define 1cf) = 
(1,;i = 1,2, _..} E @ 7~. Figure 4 illustrates the case Z(J) = (2, 1, 0, 0, . ..). 
OD 
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/ 
i* = I 
r,=o,jz3 
FIG. 4 
lffandf’ are ambient isotopic, then Z(f) = Z(f’) b ecause the isotopy may be lifted to 
R’ x Sq. Thus I is defined on isotopy classes. The following Lemma establishes some useful 
properties of the invariant I. 
LEMMA 3. (i) I is additive. 
(ii) Z(0) = 0. 
(iii) Z(3) = -Z(f). 
Proof. (i) Let f: Sp -+ Int(Si X 0:). 9 : Sp 4 Int(S’ x Dj), as before, and suppose f 
1 lifts to {fj} and g to {gj,. We must show that fori > 0, Z((f+ g)e, cf+ g)j) = L(f,,fj) + 
L(g,, gj) whereff g is the embedding ‘ru, g, N, 5) corresponding to a suitable pair (ZV, 5). 
By construction, (f + g). is homotopically the sum off0 and g,, in the complement of 
(f + g)j(S’). But L(fo, (f + g)j) = '(foy&) because (f+ g)j and fj are ambient isotopic 
keeping fo(SP) fixed. Thus Z is additive. 
(ii) Iff E 0 E Ep,q, f 3' can be spanned by an embedded (p + I)-ball in S’ x Sq which lifts 
to a countable set of disjointly embedded (p + l)-balls spanning the fjSp in R’ x 9. Thus 
Z(f) = 0. 
(iii) Let f : S' + S' x Sq. By definition, fj is R 0 fj where R is an orientation-reversing 
homeomorphism of R’ x Sq onto itself. Then (iii) follows from the fact that composition 
with R causes linking classes to change sign. However, this is a non-trivial statement depend- 
ing on the fact that in the metastable range composition of homotopy elements is left- 
distributive [2]. More precisely, consider a link of two p-spheres c( and j3 in a (q + 1)-sphere 
y. The linking class A E ~c,(S~-~) is determined b y th e embedding CL c y - b; the “reflected” 
linking class is given by - 1 0 A where - 1 E nq_,(Sq-P), Since we are in the metastable 
range, A is a suspension element and so - 1 Q A = -A, as required [2]. 
Warning. Were we not in the metastable range, this result would not be true. For 
example, if A E x3(S2) then - 1 0 A = + A. Therefore, for embeddings of S3 in S’ x S5 we 
would have Z(f) = +Z(f)andnot -Z(f). 
The next Lemma will establish the crucial property of 1. 
LEMMA 4. If Z(r) = 0, then IY = 0. 
Proof. Given f: S’--+ S’ x Sq such that Z(J) = 0 we seek an embedding F: DP+’ + 
S’ x Sq that is an extension off. It suffices to show thatfSP is isotopic to the boundary of 
an embedded (p + 1)-ball. 
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We begin by showing thatf,SP can be spanned by an embedded (p + 1)-ball in R’ x S4 
that does not meet fjSP for all j + 0. 
Let W = Sv T c S’ x Sq where T is a small embedded (4 - p)-sphere linkingfSP once 
and S is an embedded S’ running once around S’ x Sq and meeting Tin exactly one point. 
Suppose T lifts to {Tj} in R’ x Sq and S lifts to R. 
Let us write 
mi = R uu(Tj) 
ljjgi 
@+ = R uu(Tj) = u( FTJ. 
l5i izl 
Then v+ is a line with a countable number of(q - p)-spheres strung on it. For all i 2 1, we 
have IVi c @+ c x+ where 8, = R’ x Sq - U (AS*). 
jZ1 
By Poincart (and Alexander) duality, the inclusion @+ c x+ induces isomorphisms of 
homology groups up to dimension q - 1 and therefore by Hurewicz’s Theorem isomorph- 
isms of homotopy groups up to the same dimension. From this it follows that the embed- 
ding f0 is homotopic in 8, to a map g : Sp -+ @+. By compactness of Sp, gSp lies in some 
wk. Now suppose that 1(J) = 0. That is, fOSp is inessential in the complement of each 
fjSp(j > 0). Because 3p 5 2q - 2, this means that g : Sp -+ @,k is nulhomotopic (Whitehead 
products do not occur in x,( mk)). Therefore fOSp is inessential in the complement of 
We can do better than this. Since the linking classes lie in the stable group z,(S~-~), the 
fact that f_ j does not linkf, implies thatf, does not litif_ j_ Thereforef, is inessential in 
the complement of U cfjSp). And the latter is sufficiently connected to ensure that 
j*O 
foSp can be engulfed in a (q + 1)-ball in this complement and hence spanned by an embedded 
(p + 1)-ball BP+’ that does not meet,vo(fjs). See [6]. 
Consequently, f: Sp + S’ x Sq extends to F : Dpf ’ -+ S’ x Sq, and F is locally an em- 
bedding. By general position, we may shift the interior of BP+’ a little (still keeping BP+’ 
embedded) so that: 
(a) F has no triple points. 
(b) The double-point set A of F has dimension 6 s 2p - q + 1. 
SUBLEMMA. A = A1 u AZ, the disjoint union of two closed subsets of Int(DP”). 
Note. By construction, AI and AZ will be such that both F[ A1 and FIA., are (1 - 1). 
Proof of the Sublemma. Let us write 
A, = U Xij 
i < j 
and 
A, = U xii, 
i>j 
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where Xii = F;*FjDp+‘. It is easily seen that since the Fi(dDPi’) are pairwise disjoint, 
Xij is a (closed) subset of Int Dp+‘. 
AI n AZ is empty because F has no triple points. 
AI u AI = A because all the FiDpil are embedded, and therefore any self-intersection 
point of FDp” corresponds to a point of some intersection F,Dp+l n FjDpil where i + j. 
Finally, the compactness of DPf ’ implies that Ai and A3 are both unions of a finite 
number of the Xij. 
Returning to the proof of Lemma 4, it remains to be shown that FI 2Dp+’ is isotopic to 
G 1 dDP+‘, where G : Dp+’ --*S’ x SQ is an embedding. This will be achieved by sliding 
F(2Dp+‘) across F(Dp’l) until it bounds an embedded (p + 1)-ball. First, note that, because 
3ps22g-2,wehave26sp. 
There are two cases. lf 26 < p, then AZ is inessential in the complement of A, since this 
complement is homotopically b-connected. Therefore AZ can be engulfed in a (p + I)-ball 
B pfl c Int(D ,+I) that does not meet Al. See [6]. Now 8BP+’ and dDpfl can be connected 
by a pipe Sp-’ x D’ that avoids A,. See Fig. 5. 
FIG. 5 
Thus Dp+’ is the union of two (p + l)-balls D, and D, that meet in a common face and such 
that A, c Int D, and A2 c Int D,. There exists an isotopy h, : Sp --) DJ'+ ’ starting with the 
identity h, = Id. : SP 4 dDp+ ’ and finishing with h, where h,SP = dDz. The composite 
F 0 h, : Sp --f S’ x Sq gives an isotopy off onto an embedding g, because F 1 dDP” v D, is 
an embedding. The image gSp bounds an embedded ball FD, which is what we wanted to 
prove in order to complete the proof of Lemma 4 in the case 26 <p. 
If, however, 26 =p it may happen that AZ is not inessential in the complement of A1 
since the latter will, in general, only be homotopically (6 - l)-connected. Nevertheless, the 
(6 - I)-skeleton of A2 in some triangulation is inessential in Dp+’ - Ai. Therefore, engulf it 
in a (p -t 1)-ball Cp+’ c Int(Dp+‘) that does not meet A1 [6]. As before, join aC and BD by 
a pipe in D - Int(C) that does not meet A1 v AZ. Then Dp+’ is the union of two (p f l)- 
balls meeting in a common face and such that : 
A, c Int D, 
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and the (d - I)-skeleton of A, c Int D,. NOW F(aDpi ‘) can be irotoped to F(aD,) keeping 
dD, n dDP” tixed . F j D, has double-point set Q v Ed where &i c Ai, and e1 does not meet 
the (6 - 1)-skeleton of Ai(i = 1, 2). Therefore ei is inessential in Int D, - Ed. So E~ can be 
engulfed in a (p + 1)-ball B, not meeting .st and lying in Int D,. As in the case 26 <p, 
Fj dD, can be isotoped to an embedding that spans an embedded (p + I)-ball; which com- 
pletes the proof of Lemma 4. 
COROLLARIES. 
(1) Cc is a right-inrersefor 5(. 
Proof. Z(r + L?) = Z(r) + Z(cC) = Z(u) - Z(r) = 0. 
(2) E is a group. 
Proof. + is associative and there exist a zero and enough right-inverses. 
(3) Z is a homomorphism. (See Lemma 3, i.) 
(4) I is a monomorphism. (See Lemma 4.) 
LEMMA 5. Z is an epinrorphism. 
Proof. Provided 3p 5 2q - 2, any element of rrp(S4-p) can be realized as the (first) 
linking class of a pair of embeddings of Sp in S qfl . See [5] Theorem 25. Now the argument 
of the introduction completes the proof of Lemma 5. Therefore Z is an isomorphism, which 
proves the Theorem. 
COROLLARY TO THE THEOREM. Zf 3p 6 2q - 2 and p >= 2 all knots of Sp in S’ x Sq are 
incertible; that is to say, if an embedding of Sp is preceded by an orientation reversing homeo- 
morphism of Sp, then the new embedding is isotopic to the old. 
Proof. Writing f’ = f 0 E, where E : Sp -+ Sp is an orientation-reversing homeomorphism, 
we have that 
L(fd, f J) = - Qfd, fj’. 
But all the homotopy elements in question are suspension elements and so 
Z.cfJ, fj) = -L.Cfo, fj). (Compare Lemma 3,iii.) 
Which shows Z(f ‘) = Z(J) and completes the proof of the corollary. 
I should like to thank E. C. Zeeman, who suggested this problem to me, for his advice 
and encouragement throughout the preparation of this paper. 
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